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across tracks. By accident, he drops the pin into the half-full garbage bin.
He looks around—nobody watching—and then he dives into the bin’s
open mouth. Got to find the pin.

Stan says, alone in the rumbling hallway, a train passing under the nearby
bridge. He leans over the garbage bin, the pin clacking against the sides of his
trembling dustpan.
A moment ago, Stan briskly swept the oak floor of his art studio, eager to
get out of the dingy converted warehouse to the dark blue coolness of a fall’s
evening. Like most kids at his college, he sided with romance over lumbering
pragmatism; after the messy dance of making art, he didn’t relish cleaning.
But now, he tilts the dustpan back to his body.
At the end of his freshman year, with cherry trees blossoming on the urban
campus, Stan’s favorite art instructor, Professor Peery, jolted him from his 9
AM daze: find beauty in what others might overlook, he said, clapping his
thin hands together. Find the brilliance in the ordinary. Find your innerLeonardo. See the rainbow-sheen in the oil slicks on a rainy street—Leonardo
would do something like that as a young man in his village of Vinci, watching
the face of a lion roar to life on a water-stained wall. Take home the rusty
bicycle pump, tossed aside in an abandoned parking lot, Professor Peery
continued, pacing about the room, and diagram its innermost workings.
Beauty and creativity could be found everywhere—if only you could learn
to see as if for the first time, with the eyes of a playful artist, he concluded.
He stood before cherry blossoms tapping the dirty windowpane, sun-white
petals dazzling the once drowsy students.
“Find the beauty,” Stan recites, this time in the quiet hallway of the
warehouse. “Find your inner Leonardo.”
He picks the pin from his dustpan and presses it between his fingers, up
to the halogen light overhead. The sewing pin seems blackened, scuffed and
glinting like mica. He could tell it was antique, like a relic from another time.
The hallway rumbles again to the whistle of the train and wheels chugging
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For Stan, “Find the hidden beauty” is a personal mission, a strike against
loneliness. Baltimore, all emptied redbrick row houses, barren streets,
bramble trees and chain link fences, frowns down at him. It’s so unlike the
sofa-soft suburbs of St. Louis, his home. He fled those comforts in search of
his own identity, forged at one of those art schools on the East Coast that
had sparked his curiosity. But that decision—made over the wariness of his
usually supportive parents, who didn’t mind him going away for college,
but who felt that art was a path away from a happy middle-class life, which
they had worked so hard to achieve—was tinged with a homesickness that
dimmed his freshman year.
When he looked in the dorm-room mirror, he no longer saw a selfportrait: the long freckled nose, curly brown hair and shiny black eyes, wide
and curious. Instead, he seemed as anonymous as one of those taciturn faces
in the trains passing by, headed to Delaware or DC or another graphite-gray
city on the East Coast. Life in Baltimore compelled him to almost tap the
“send” button on so many tearful, confessional emails home to Mom and
Dad, and that unapproachable loneliness rendered holes in his phone calls
home, when he insisted that all was fine, and he asked instead about how
Buffy the dog was doing in his absence.
Mom and Dad were right, he thought. How could I, already eighteen years
old, have been so wrong?
But Stan pummeled those feelings all summer, by day while shoveling
butter-flavored popcorn and filling up cups of soda at the movie theater.
And at night, he lay in bed, dreamless and staring at the ceiling, smelling of
popcorn, but inside, he was dragged down by the loneliness that would soon
return. He decided that he would confront this feeling on his own, without
telling his parents.
By summer’s end, he had beaten that wavering sadness of freshman year
into an uneasy defiance for the fall. He decided to return for sophomore year.
That’s right: he would bounce back on his own, in his own armor. If he still
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missed his girlfriend, who had stayed home for college and met somebody
else, and even, admittedly, his parents too, at least he would pierce through
the redbrick grimness of Baltimore with a sharp artist’s eye, sensitive to the
world and all of its possibility. Yes, that’s what he would do.
For the fall semester, Stan arrived in Baltimore’s train station after an early
morning flight back from St. Louis. Groggy, he stood before a cash register
at a Dunkin Donuts, waiting to order some tea. Behind him, a spindly boy in
outsized glasses, green eyes magnified between black frames, cried out to his
beleaguered mom, “What’s that, what’s that?” His finger jabbed at the pane
of glass that presented pastries, their brown, pink, and white glazes gleaming
in the frosty light. Chocolate éclair, Stan thought, eyebrows raised, the kid’s
enthusiasm reshaping the heavily preserved object on display into something
more appealing. He could almost feel the sweet dough melting warmly on
his tongue. His stomach rumbling, he thought to tell the kid it was an éclair,
and that was a jelly doughnut, and that was a powdered doughnut hole—but
by labeling these pastries for the kid, he thought he might break their
enchantment.
The kid amused the lady at the register; his eager gestures conducted
her wry eyes to him, her mocking grin now sugary and playful. But Stan’s
backpack was heavy, and he coughed to alert her. “I’ll have a black tea,” Stan
tried to say above the kid’s cries and the tickle of laughter; he held out a few
dollars. Stan’s eyes met the smiling, shiny black eyes of the lady at the register,
the dollars crinkling in his hand. They exchanged only laughter instead.
The mom looked at Stan in an almost apologetic way, “It’s his first train ride.”
“Do trains crash?” The kid asked, pinwheeling around to gaze up at Stan
but nearly bumping into him instead. The mom, Stan, and the lady at the
register all rushed to chime in unison: “No, you’ll be safe.”
Stan touched the kid’s shoulder to steady him.
Fidgeting with his hefty backpack, Stan stepped out of the train station.
He smiled at the row of yellow taxi cabs glaring in the sunlight, attended
to by portly Sikhs in pink turbans and men in caps huddled about as if in
conspiracy, smoking, talking sports, and smacking gum. He was already
shaking off last year’s unhappiness, the Styrofoam cup of tea shaking with
each helpless, staccato chuckle, singeing his hand.
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Sifting through the garbage in search of the lost pin, he waits for a sting,
that pinprick three years before, while helping his parents box-up his
grandfather’s dimmed apartment. But thoughts of his mom and his
hardworking grandfather, a tailor from one of those wintry, Jewish villages in
Russia that was no longer printed on maps, all pull him back to the Midwest
and home, St. Louis, a place from which he had finally unloosened himself
and declared his hesitant freedom.
Tossing those old family memories aside, a more immediate memory from
high school lights up: her fitful fingers. She jumped beside him on the sofa, a
sewing pin waving and bobbing between weaves of colored wool. How in
yearning he yawned; he stretched his arms and in a single movement,
touched her soft shoulder in an almost officious way, to arrest the motion.
He rummages; heavy boot steps interrupt the silence in the hallway.
“Hey, young man,” Leland calls out, his voice a raspy door hinge, his rough
hand slapping Stan on the shoulder.
They say hi to each other most days. Leland notices that other students
don’t acknowledge him while he works, as if he were cleaning a window on
the other side of silent glass. That silence hurts.
But Stan always looks forward to greeting Leland; he’s warm in a disarming
way, and he always hums. Stan Gold, the art student from the Midwest, and
Leland Walters, born and raised in a redbrick row house fifty-two years ago,
not far from the studio, on the corner at the bridge, where the old coal-laden
trains now rumble underneath as silver bullets, packed with people in suits,
commuting to work.
A 1983 Orioles hat, broken brimmed and dingy, covers Leland's shiny
head, the blue jumpsuit of the cleaning staff over his lumbering frame. You’d
expect a deep voice to rise from the trunk of his throat, but smoking had cost
Leland dearly. He now speaks in a high-pitched voice, with just a hint of a
rasp. It’s like the cancer, which once seemed to close a door to his future, had
instead returned him to the boxed-in emotional world of the twelve-year old
boy he once was.
A quizzical look crosses Leland’s face, its broad features, as if carved from
mahogany, lit from above in a kindly, almost spiritual light.
“Mind if I take out the trash?” He laughs hoarsely. Laughter feels like
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pebbles rubbing in his throat, yet he’s often eager to laugh, and doesn’t need a
joke to begin. He rubs his hand on his neck, as if to soothe his raw throat.
“Not at all,” Stan says. His face reddened, he wipes his hands on his shirt.
“Thought I found something.”
“What’s that?”
“A sewing pin,” Stan says.
Leland’s eyes brighten. “Well, if you all swept up more,” he says, “you’d find
a few of those pins ‘tween the floorboards. Place used to be a sewing factory.
I know. My dad worked here.”
“Really?” Stan considers the weathered gauze of red and white paint over
the side of the building, the old sign that greeted him each day, like a message
in a foreign language. He can’t quite imagine the factory life, as his mom
once related to him, from her summertime trips with her father: the
pumping foot on the pedal, the heat, the banging of the machinery where
maybe pockets were sewn, then lining, then collars, passing from one station
to another in bundles.
“Well, this wasn’t a big factory,” Leland begins. He enjoys telling stories
when he has the chance. Work was great that way. He divorced after that first
costly bout with cancer, and he lives alone in his childhood home, which he
shares with his older brother, who is often away at the dialysis clinic. He seeks
out friendly faces at work and likes to talk. If it hadn’t been for the throat
cancer and the damage it did to his voice, he would have liked to have
become a teacher in the city schools, just so he could spend the day relating
with students. “They sewed tealeaves into bags for instant tea, went out
everywhere,” he tells Stan, “Had special machines just for placing them
tealeaves in the bag and sewing them up. My dad did it every day. Came
home smelling like black tea, sometimes mint. Much better than the whisky
he’d breathe on you on hard days.”
That neatness and order of the sewing factory, the work ethic, had rubbed
off from Leland’s father to Leland, too, who wore gloves while emptying the
red canister of oil-soaked rags, cinching sacks of garbage, polishing metal,
humming and sweeping the hallways with a wide broom each week.
Leland didn’t tell Stan this, but the young man first caught his attention by
the scents emanating from behind the black curtain of his studio space. Stan
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didn’t drink coffee, but he needed some caffeine to fuel long nights spent
drawing and painting. After a winter break in which his mom tried to fatten
him up with cheerful bowls of ice cream and brownies, smothered in hot
fudge, and then, to her hyper concern, an emergency root canal on one of his
molars, he switched permanently from soda to tea. He brewed all kinds of tea
in his space, the open bags of tea at times smelling like peppermint or burnt
timber. Often, Leland liked to lean on the broom, humming outside of Stan’s
studio, which smelled like his childhood home. He couldn’t help but imagine
his father in there, hunched over a sewing machine, stitching up those tiny
bags of tea. He has Stan to thank for that.
Stan smiles, his teeth stained a little from tea. This warehouse, once a
factory for tea, provided that rare and intimate warmth, like a warm jacket
for your insides. Suddenly, it didn’t feel so cold.
“A cereal company bought this place about twenty years ago, that’s why it
smells like oats, too,” Leland says, his hands resting on the garbage bin, “then
was empty for awhile before being bought by the art school. Now they make
the tea in China. Dad told me. Picture fifteen men in one room, sewing away.
They eat there. Sleep there. And in the summer, there’s one month and they go
home. Can’t picture that happening here anymore, can you?” Leland laughs.
Stan glances at the artwork lining the hallways—all urgent, abstract
brushstrokes, each in its own unfolding style.
“No, I can’t see people working like that,” Stan says.
“That’s a community, I’m telling you. Not just this building changed. This
whole neighborhood changed. Used to be a movie theater nearby, and people
would just sit on the limestone steps on a nice day like this one, talking to
each other.” Leland pauses. He can tell Stan couldn’t imagine the surrounding
neighborhood in friendlier times. “You know that fried food place on the
corner, the one where they fry up the chicken and the fish, so that the chicken
tastes like fish and the fish tastes like chicken? That place used to be packed
on the weekends, everyone dressed in their Sunday finest. Food tasted better
too.” Stan laughs and nods; he usually hurries past that place, its curious
smell now more defined.
“Let’s find that pin,” Leland says. “I know how often you guys sweep
up—might never find one again. They’re neat little things. I collect them, put
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them in a little jar.”
Leland and Stan rummage together for a little bit, Stan wondering if he
should tell Leland about his grandfather, a tailor who kept a Singer sewing
machine at home. It’s the end of the day, and he can tell Leland feels tired,
and besides, in their dynamic, Leland tells the stories and Stan listens.
Stan says simply: “Don’t prick your finger.”
Three years ago, Stan was boxing-up his grandfather’s apartment. Boxes
and boxes: Stan’s grandfather had horded garment samples from the factory
that he worked in for fifty years. At least there were no heavy books to carry
away; his grandfather couldn’t read or write; he spoke only Yiddish. Only his
grandmother, also from Russia, tried to break through the barrier of foreign
words and her world of moving images, by going to the public library each
Sunday to try and read picture books.
In the empty chill of the apartment, Stan felt a distance in that vague,
unwritten story of his grandparents—even though he could recall earlier
memories of his grandmother, her face weathered as an old fresco, eyes like
stained glass, circled with blue, her matted gray hair still brushed carefully,
and her warm thick arms; the toys she would give him to play with on the
brown tiles of the kitchen floor; the chicken broth of her matzo ball soup.
Those were all memories from early childhood. But he had grown up with
his grandfather, too, who had lived in an apartment in an old Russian Jewish
neighborhood near the 1904 World’s Fair grounds, which was now a park
and a golf course. Though he smiled broadly at the sight of Stan and kissed
him on the forehead, blessing him over and over again, Stan’s grandfather
was eager to condemn people he didn’t know, hurling all kinds of Yiddish
insults their way.
He felt that pinprick while combing through an envelope addressed to Saul
Gold, stuffed with lottery tickets and receipts. Stan’s grandfather was a messy
perfectionist, who held onto everything, even if he couldn’t read it or didn’t
have an obvious use for it. But the rolls of quarters, the envelopes of cash,
stored under the mattress, added up to a year of college tuition for Stan.
A bloody jewel balanced on Stan’s thumb, slowly staining a yellowed lottery
ticket before he wiped it on his shirt. Annoyed by the sting, he tossed the old
ticket and sewing pin away, more mindful of losing an obvious memento of
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hope, the lottery ticket, than the sewing pin—a tool that had once put food
on the table.
“Can’t seem to find it.” Leland sighs.
They agree silently: It’s time to go home.
“Thanks for looking,” Stan says, slumping, surprised by the heaviness of his
feelings—after all, artifacts of beauty and human ingenuity were everywhere,
and he was beginning to see that. He’d at least make a note about the sewing
pin in the sketchbook he kept in his pocket; write a little about it to tell
Professor Peery, and maybe Mom too.
Leland cinches the garbage bag, and Stan watches him hum down the
hallway, waving to him, a silhouette stepping into the elevator and the
promise of the weekend.
***
That night, Stan calls home, and he begins to ask questions with an
inquisitiveness that would have made Professor Peery proud. He confused
bouncing back and being independent with becoming mute on the phone, so
that his parents couldn’t enter his world on the East Coast. But now, to their
surprise, he wanted to know about his grandfather. His mom told him some
stories, which he would later write down, filling in the outlines of memory
with his imagination.
One summer day, Mom went with her father on the bus to the sweltering
warehouse downtown. She watched him inspect the seams of leather jackets,
as the other tailors huddled around the Singer sewing machines, close
enough to talk to one another if only it weren’t so noisy. They had lobbied
for that right—to sit close enough in the hope of having a conversation to
pattern the day, which would only enhance the team effort that the managers
in quality control sought. Only those fortunate souls who sewed the buttons
could work alone, at that final step on the first floor, in complete quiet.
They had also lobbied for the right to install air conditioners, to temper
the breeze of the opened windows and the whirring fans on the fabric, and to
find relief from the unrelenting heat.
No matter, Stan’s grandfather, the proud Saul Gold, lobbied for none of
these things. He turned up his radio broadcast of the Cardinals baseball
game, above the whir and clap of the sewing machines, kept pumping his
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foot on the pedal. He never complained about his work, maybe because he
was uncomfortable huddled close to so many people who weren’t part of
the family: he was Saul Gold, the sample maker, and he worked through the
stifling hot day in silence.
And later, when other workers celebrated the new Japanese sewing
machines, which stopped when you stopped, so that the needle didn’t
accidentally prick your finger, Stan’s grandfather actually felt threatened
by the change. He found all change threatening, and wished only to keep
working on the Singer sewing machine. He didn’t ever stop his work
unexpectedly, his foot still pumping, his hands feeding the cloth through. His
fingers were so rough that even an accidental pinprick couldn’t bother him.
He worked from the age of twelve through all of the sweaty summers and
chilly winters, when he arrived in St. Louis, until well into his sixties, all the
while storing his money in jars around the house, or beneath the mattress,
saving away for his family’s safekeeping.
Stan knew that his grandfather’s past brimmed with an old world darkness,
which could account for the otherwise sweet-natured man’s temper at other
people, who he didn’t know well. Stan imagined fiery torches flung through
windows; Yiddish insults; blessings, a grey and tearful mid-Atlantic passage,
in which even, Stan learned, his improbable pet monkey had died.
My poor grandfather, thinks Stan, sketching pictures of tailors in his
notebook, trying to bring that lost world to life. These are the kinds of dark
memories that you just want to toss away. Even worse than breaking up with
your girlfriend, he marvels. He wonders if the language barrier ever bothered
his grandfather, and why he seemed to hold onto the unhappy feelings of that
wintry village, from which he fled.
Though Stan has felt true sadness, he doesn’t understand the true nature
of grief: it’s not like that immediate pinprick of pain, which you wave off,
wincing. No, with true grief—of places and people long lost and never to be
recovered, of fishmongers, fogged window panes, and snow-limned wooden
synagogues—you nurture it, keep its memory alive, in a secret place deep in
your chest, where no other person will ever intrude: true grief, sometimes
murky and painful, but sometimes plangent too, moments replayed in
the mind, plucked to life by the lush smell of chicken fat from a Chinese
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takeout restaurant, maybe, or the mystic music of a driveway, of snow
crunching under slushy boots, a familiar sound. Such was the hidden life of
the immigrant, of generations past, hidden in the banging music of sewing
factories, from whose unheard, still beating heart issued the very blood that
once trembled on Stan’s pinpricked thumb.
Stan titles the sketches, “Sewing Pins.” He tucks the sketchbook in his
pocket. Soon, he’ll show them to Professor Peery.
***
On Monday evening, Stan finds a note tacked to the wall beside his studio
door. “Found another this morning—Leland” it says in rough block letters.
He cradles the sewing pin in his hand, an unexpected gift, and lets its point
press against his palm. He folds up the note and puts it in a pocket of his
sketchbook, and sits down in his studio, sipping tea and flipping pages.
After so many days of wanting to fly away from the East Coast—the
limestone and brick buildings, the surrounding sentinel of smokestacks—he
now imagines flying over the knots of highways and snaking rivers, over the
rolling hills, and past the patchwork farms and fields shadowed by clouds,
to the pointed lights of a city by the muddy river, beneath the Arch, and
within it, the tree-lined neighborhoods where once the 1904 World’s Fair
rose, a fictive city to greet his grandfather, Saul Gold, who carried at once a
prayer and an insult on his lips, and on his back, a knapsack filled with some
candlesticks and clothing samples; Saul Gold, just a child, standing before the
Palace of Illumination, with the other fairgoers.
And Stan imagines traveling down those streets piled high with autumn
leaves, where his family now lives, where they eat dinner before the blue
light of the television, laughing, and past this house on Cambridge street,
he imagines his old girlfriend sitting on the familiar couch too, impatiently
knitting, her brow knitted too, and for a moment, if you could imagine, all
of those homesick feelings now seem so close, he can almost run his fingers
through them.
He tacks the sewing pin to his wall.
And in the solitude of his warehouse studio, beyond the curtain he hears
heavy boots, the hum and shuffling broom along the well traveled oak floor,
his friend finishing the day’s work in the space they share.
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